
RAPID 5 (Hospitality Edition)
Digital Data Assist (DDA) Hospitality Edition is a reliable cost effective point of sale (POS) and 
comprehensive business management software package. Specially developed for restaurants, cafes, night 
clubs fast food franchises, takeaway shops and all other food related outlets, businesses can enjoy the 
increased speed, operational efficiency and accuracy offered by DDA, helping businesses to improve the 
profitability and offer exceptional experience for the customers. 

Designed for the toughest hospitality environments, DDA Hospitality Edition is cost effective, user friendly 
and provides innovative functionality, such as flexible floor level management, smart handheld ordering and 
complete hospitality system management. 

The Digital Data Assist Advantages (Hospitality Edition)

 Robust system structure and reliable performance suitable for the most demanding environments
 Innovative handheld technology provides unparalleled ordering simplicity and efficiency
 Increased speed and accuracy through intelligent order processing and automatic multiple printing
 Competitively priced for small to medium businesses allowing access to the latest touchscreen and 
wireless ordering technologies.

Designed with a touchscreen compatible user interface, DDA Hospitality Edition provides full functionalities 
and easy integration for any new or existing eatery businesses to increase business productivity and quality 
of customer service.

Combined with our wireless easy to use handheld PDA ordering, DDA greatly reduces foot traffic and 
improves efficiency and accuracy of the order process

Features Highlights

 User-friendly Point of Sales Interface.
 Multiple Staff Profiles with Customisable Access Levels
 Product Items Management Utility
 Customer Loyalty & Membership records
 Detailed Sales Analysis with Graphical Reports
 Table/Order Tracking with Graphic Floor Plan
 Multiple Networked Terminals Support
 Multiple Receipt/Kitchen Printers Support
 Kitchen Screen/Monitor Support
 Automatic Price Level Schedule (happy hour)
 Wireless Handheld PDA Table Ordering
 EFTPOS Link Facility (PC-EFTPOS)
 Single or Multi-Location Stock Management
 Multi-Language Support
 Effective Expense Management
 Business Activity Statement
 Comprehensive Back Office Management Tools
 Staff Attendance Record/Report
 Full Item Stock Control/Report
 Automatic Updated Bank Reconciliation



RAPID 5 (PDA Ordering)

Total Restaurant Solution

The DDA Wireless PDA Handheld Ordering System offers superb speed and reliability in customer service 
for all restaurant and café businesses. DDA electronic handheld ordering greatly reduces foot traffic and 
improves the efficiency and accuracy of the whole order process.

The revolutionary DDA Waiter Pad Solution allows restaurants to keep up with the ever-growing needs of 
fast and accurate customer service. Orders are instantly transmitted at the table directly to the kitchen and 
bar respectively. As a result, customer service is more efficient, mistaken orders can be avoided therefore 
less wastage and customer complaints. 

The DDA Handheld solution also increases the overall productivity by freeing up wait persons’ time spent 
per table, allowing a better staff utilisation and less floor traffic – reducing the liability of OH&S.

The cost effective wireless handheld ordering system

 User friendly – reduce staff training 
 Reliable wireless table order transmissions
 Improves customer service - orders transmitted directly from the table to bar or kitchen
 Real-time, wireless communication among wait persons, kitchen & bar staff
 Multiple printers for ease of communication with kitchen & bar sections
 Increases efficiency of staff.
 Promotes up-selling from staff on the floor.
 Increases customer interaction.
 Reduces incorrect or mistaken orders - eliminate food wastage.
 Increases table turnover.
 Minimises billing errors.
 Light weight handheld touch screen.
 Reduces data-entry
 Over 12 hour’s continuous use without recharge.
 Flexible menu configuration.
 Integrates with Digital Data Assist POS terminals and back office software.
 Increases bottom-line profits 





1. Select user name and password to login the system



2. Click new order to Start or Edit to change an existing order
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3. table number selection



4. Order menu displayed in Categories
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5. Menu item selection



6. Item with instructions (Automatically pop-up selection)
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7. Easy checking stock availability by using the integrated barcode scanner on the PDA
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